FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Core Disruption: Innovative multiplayer tank combat game in virtual reality
set to release on Steam and Oculus on January 17, 2022
Implements simulation sickness reduction technology
December 21, 2021, College Park, MD – Core Disruption takes an unconventional approach to
VR gaming using new technology that reduces the onset of simulation sickness. The game offers
the immersiveness only VR can provide while maintaining a familiar and personalized user
experience.
Core Disruption, developed by VR studio MPLEX, will be released on Steam and Oculus on
January 17, 2022. Wishlist Core Disruption now.
Launching as a cross-play, team-centric, competitive multiplayer experience with a low barrier to
entry for players who may not have experience with VR, Core Disruption offers players
traditional keyboard/mouse accessibility, high-fidelity graphics and sound, deep player
progression, customization, and a variety of different playstyles. The experience is designed to
be comfortable even to players who are ordinarily susceptible to VR "simulation sickness.”
MPLEX has developed Core Disruption to bring the competitive thrill of esports to the virtual
reality community, offering an immersive PVP experience to gamers, with access to 1v1 and 4v4
combat scenarios. MPLEX has plans to support the game by expanding to larger game modes
and additional content such as new vehicles, skins, and other personalized elements. The studio
recently hosted the Core Disruption World Premiere Esports Tournament at the University of
Maryland, where teams competed for cash prizes.
CEO of MPLEX, Galen Stetsyuk, says, “We developed Core Disruption to reduce as many
barriers to VR as possible, and currently, one of the biggest barriers is simulation sickness. With
the game’s modern features, we plan on creating a passionate VR community that can finally
enjoy a high-quality, multiplayer experience that is immersive, sustainable, and accessible.”
Watch the official Core Disruption teaser here.
About MPLEX
MPLEX, LLC is a virtual reality development studio based in College Park, MD. Devoted to
unleashing the full potential of VR, MPLEX creates premium content worth getting a VR
headset for. Learn more at mplexvr.com and coredisruption.com.
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